This paper considers the existence of positive solutions for fractional-order nonlinear differential equation with integral boundary conditions on the half-infinite interval. By using the fixed point theorem in a cone, sufficient conditions for the existence of at least one or at least two positive solutions of a boundary value problem are established. These theorems also reveal the properties of solutions on the half-line.
Introduction
Boundary value problems are often studies in the areas of applied mathematics and physics. With the development of technology, applications of boundary value problems on the infinite interval attract increasing attention; see [-] and the references therein. Recently, fractional differential equations have also aroused great interest; see [-] . At the same time, the existence of positive solutions for nonlinear fractional differential equation boundary value problems have been widely studied by many authors; see [-] and the references therein.
In [] , the authors, using fixed point theorems in a cone, established the existence of one positive solution and three positive solutions for the following second-order nonlinear boundary value problems with integral boundary conditions on an infinite interval:
(p(t)u (t)) + f (t, u(t)) = , t ∈ (, +∞), Motivated by all the works mentioned, we study the following fractional boundary value problem on the half-line:
is a continuous function and may be singular at t = ;
We assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
Preliminaries
In this section, we present some useful definitions and the related theorems.
For a function u : (, +∞) → R, the RiemannLiouville fractional integral operator of order α of u is defined by
provided that the integral exists.
provided that the right side is pointwise defined on (, +∞), where n = [α] +  and n - < α < n.
where n is the smallest integer greater than or equal to α. 
has a unique solution
and
Proof It is well known that the fractional differential equation in (.) is equivalent to the integral equation
Hence,
where c  ∈ R is any constant. It follows from (.) and (.) that
By the boundary conditions in (.) we have
Substituting them into (.), we get
, and
Therefore, the unique solution of the fractional boundary value problem (.) is
For convenience, we denote 
Lemma . If (H) holds, then G(t, s), F  (t), and F  (t) defined in Lemma . satisfy () G(t, s) is a continuous function and G(t, s)
It is easy to see that
Similarly, we have
() By (H) and  < α < , for any s ∈ [, +∞), we can show that
It is obvious that lim t→+∞ F  (t) = F  < +∞ and lim t→+∞ F  (t) = F  < +∞.
be a Banach space with the norm u = sup t∈[,+∞) |u(t)|, and
For r > , we denote
It follows from (H) that S r , S r , and S r < +∞. We define the operator T : P → E by
We can easily get the following Lemma . from Lemma ..
Lemma . If u ∈ P, then the boundary value problem (.) is equivalent to the integral equation
u(t) = +∞  G(t, s)p(s)f s, u(s) ds + F  (t) +∞  g  u(s) ψ  (s) ds + F  (t) +∞  g  u(s) ψ  (s) ds, t ∈ [, +∞).
Lemma . (See [, ]) Let E be defined by (.), and ⊂ E. Then is relatively compact in E if the following conditions hold: (a) is uniformly bounded in E; (b) the functions belonging to M are equicontinuous on any compact interval of [, +∞); (c) the functions from are equiconvergent, that is, for any given ε > , there exists T(ε) >  such that |f (t) -f (+∞)| < ε for any t > T(ε) and f ∈ .

Lemma . If (H) and (H) hold, then T : P → P is completely continuous.
Proof We divide the proof into three steps.
Step : We show that T : P → P is well defined. For u ∈ P, there exists a constant r  >  such that u ≤ r  . By (H) and Lemma ., for t, s ∈ [, +∞), we have
G(t, s)p(s)f s, u(s) ≤ G(t, s)p(s)v(s)h(u) ≤ G M p(s)v(s)S r  .
Since G(t, s), F  (t), F  (t) are continuous with respect to t, by using the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, for t  ∈ [, +∞), we have
So, Tu ∈ C[, +∞), and we get
It is obvious that Tu(t) ≥ , t ∈ [, +∞), by Lemma .. Moreover,
Hence, T : P → P is well defined.
Step : We can verify that T : P → P is continuous.
Let u n , u ∈ P and u n -u →  as n → +∞. Then there exists a constant r  >  such that u n , u ≤ r  . We have
and, for s ∈ [, +∞),
Then, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we have
Therefore, T : P → P is a continuous operator.
Step : We can show that T : P → P is relatively compact. Let be a bounded subset of P. Then there exists a constant r  >  such that u ≤ r  for each u ∈ .
By Lemma . and (H) we have
So, T( ) is uniformly bounded.
For any T ∈ (, +∞), since G(t, s), F  (t), and F  (t) are continuous, we have that G is uniformly continuous on [, T] × [, T] and F  and F  are uniformly continuous on [, T].
This implies that, for any ε > , there exists δ >  such that, when t  , t  ∈ [, T], whenever |t  -t  | < δ and s ∈ [, T], we have
Therefore, for t  , t  ∈ [, T], whenever |t  -t  | < δ and u ∈ , we can show that
Hence, T( ) is locally equicontinuous on [, +∞).
Since
By Lemma . we conclude that
Hence, T( ) is equiconvergent at infinity. By Lemma . we obtain that T : P → P is completely continuous.
Lemma . (See []) Let E be a Banach space, P ⊆ E be a cone, and  ,  be two bounded open subsets of E with
and Tx ≤ x , x ∈ P ∩ ∂  , holds. Then the operator T has at least one fixed point in P ∩ (  \  ).
The existence of positive solutions
For convenience, we give the following notation:
where ϕ =  or +∞, and i = , . We denote
Theorem . Suppose that (H) and (H) hold. If
then the boundary value problem (.) has at least one positive solution.
On the other hand, since B(f +∞ + g ,+∞ + g ,+∞ ) > , there exist constants r  >  and
In view of the definition of P,
According to Lemma ., for u ∈ ∂K r  , we have
By (.) and (.) we have
Therefore, by (i) of Lemma . and Lemma ., the boundary value problem (.) has at least one positive solution u ∈ K r  \ K r  .
Remark . It follows from the proof of Theorem . that the boundary value problem (.) has at least one positive solution u ∈ P if one of the conditions f +∞ = +∞, g ,+∞ = +∞, and g ,+∞ = +∞ holds.
Theorem . Suppose that (H) and (H) hold. If
where i = , , and ε  satisfies B(
For any t ∈ [, +∞), u ∈ ∂K r  , we denote
We have 
G M p(s)v(s)h u(s) ds + F  (t)
D
